**MONDAY NIGHT BREWING**
**I'M ON A BOAT**
GOLDEN ALE • 4.8% ABV
MONDAY NIGHT BREWING • ATLANTA, GA
An easy-drinker that's enjoyable floating on the water or hanging on shore. A low ABV cruiser, it's brewed with Pilsumer malt and wheat, and finished with Lemon Drop hops for just enough bite.

**ARCHES BREWING**
**MEXICAN EMPIRE**
VIENNA LAGER • 5.2% ABV
ARCHES BREWING • HAPEVILLE, GA
Amber in color from the kilned Vienna malt, this beer is nutty and smooth in flavor. Light noble hop bitterness takes a back seat to the character of the malt. Little yeast character is contributed for a clean, dry finish.

**NEW REALM BREWING COMPANY**
**MUNICH DUNKEL**
LAGER • 5.8% ABV
NEW REALM BREWING CO. • ATLANTA, GA
Pours a beautiful crystal-clear brown with a tan head of foam. Taste is breadly and roasted, like brown bread, with a smooth, medium body and lingering maltiness.

**SWEETWATER BREWING COMPANY**
**420 STRAIN 613 IPA**
AMERICAN IPA • 6.0% ABV
SWEETWATER BREWING CO. • ATLANTA, GA
Delicious and drinkable, this aromatic super-hybrid sticky IPA has a great body, good head and nice amount of base. The brewers added some of their darkeast hops, Columbus and Simcoe, plus two dry hop additions. Botanically-sourced, strain specific terpenes are married with natural hemp flavor, perfectly complementing the hops.

**THREE TAVERNS BREWERY**
**ROWDY AND PROUD**
AMERICAN IPA • 6.0% ABV
THREE TAVERNS BREWERY • ATLANTA, GA
This beer is loaded with Hulsta Melon, Mosaic, and Amarillo hops.
Low in bitterness and bursting with flavors of melon, cantaloupe, honeydew, a hint of strawberry, and slight citrus undertones.

**CREATURE COMFORTS BREWING CO.**
**TROPICALIA**
AMERICAN IPA • 6.6% ABV
CREATURE COMFORTS • ATHENS, GA
A balanced, soft and juicy IPA. The ripe passion fruit and citrus hop aroma lead to a full, fruit-forward hop flavor that washes over the palate, ending with a subtle bitterness.

**SCOUFFLAW BREWING CO.**
**POG BASEMENT**
AMERICAN IPA • 7.5% ABV
SCOUFFLAW BREWING CO. • ATLANTA, GA
Out of the tap rushes tropical notes of passion fruit and guava with a nice citrus hop backbone. Taste tilts toward orange, but the passion fruit is still there in full force. Mild bitterness and soft carbonation gives this one medium body.

**EVENTIDE BREWING**
**DRY IRISH STOUT**
IRISH STOUT • 4.8% ABV
EVENTIDE BREWING • ATLANTA, GA
Roasted malts are in this beer from start to finish. It has a good coffee flavor, with hints of dark chocolate, toffee and smoke. It has mild hop bitterness, but finishes dry and clean.